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• Describe how treatment may impact 
prefrontal and limbic circuitry and may 
decrease the risk of future structural 
alterations

• Explain the barriers to accurate diagnosis 
of patients with bipolar disorder and 
unipolar depression and list ways to 
overcome them

• Review existing bipolar disorder diagnostic 
guidelines and describe how emerging 
evidence might modify these guidelines so 
that they more accurately reflect clinical 
reality

• Discuss the importance of appropriate 
diagnosis in bipolar disorder patients, 
especially considering the alarming rate of 
misdiagnosis

• Evaluate the risks/benefits of therapeutic 
options for bipolar disorder and consider 
the possibility of neuroprotection in 
deciding to initiate treatment

• Detail the clinical implications of early 
pharmacologic intervention on cognition 
and course of illness 

• Recognize the correlation between early, 
effective treatment of mood disorders, 
rates of remission, and subsequent 
unlikelihood of relapse and recurrence

• Review pharmacologic therapeutic 
options for treating bipolar disorder in 
terms of efficacy and safety profiles and 
incorporate this information to select 
patient-specific therapy

TargeT audience
 Psychiatrists and allied healthcare professionals with an interest in bipolar disorder.

course descripTion
Bipolar disorder is a devastating psychiatric disease associated with significant 
morbidity and mortality. Current epidemiology supports the estimate of 5% for the 
prevalence of this disorder in the general population. There is no consensus, at 
this point, with respect to diagnosis and treatment of bipolar disorder. Given its 
prevalence and the severe impact of the disorder on the patient, his or her family, 
and on society as a whole, improved diagnosis and more effective selection and use 
of medications are needed. 

sTaTemenT of need
This program represents a unique opportunity for clinicians to learn from and 
interact with a faculty of nationally recognized experts on the diagnosis and 
treatment of bipolar disorder. In addition to focusing on the issues surrounding 
the diagnostic boundaries of bipolar and unipolar disorders, the presentations will 
address emerging findings about the neurobiology of bipolar disorder, the long-
neglected cognitive dimension of the disorder, and how these relate to treatment 
decisions. In terms of treatment, attendees will benefit from a review of the potential 
benefits and risks associated with both longstanding and newer therapeutic options, 
and how they compare to older mood stabilizers. 

educaTional objecTives

The Post-Graduate Medical School of the  
New York University School of Medicine  
is committed to improving patient care 
through continuing medical education.
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• Describe how treatment may impact 
prefrontal and limbic circuitry and may 
decrease the risk of future structural 
alterations

• Explain the barriers to accurate diagnosis 
of patients with bipolar disorder and 
unipolar depression and list ways to 
overcome them

• Review existing bipolar disorder diagnostic 
guidelines and describe how emerging 
evidence might modify these guidelines so 
that they more accurately reflect clinical 
reality

• Discuss the importance of appropriate 
diagnosis in bipolar disorder patients, 
especially considering the alarming rate of 
misdiagnosis

• Evaluate the risks/benefits of therapeutic 
options for bipolar disorder and consider 
the possibility of neuroprotection in 
deciding to initiate treatment

• Detail the clinical implications of early 
pharmacologic intervention on cognition 
and course of illness 

• Recognize the correlation between early, 
effective treatment of mood disorders, 
rates of remission, and subsequent 
unlikelihood of relapse and recurrence

• Review pharmacologic therapeutic 
options for treating bipolar disorder in 
terms of efficacy and safety profiles and 
incorporate this information to select 
patient-specific therapy

TargeT audience
 Psychiatrists and allied healthcare professionals with an interest in bipolar disorder.

course descripTion
Bipolar disorder is a devastating psychiatric disease associated with significant 
morbidity and mortality. Current epidemiology supports the estimate of 5% for the 
prevalence of this disorder in the general population. There is no consensus, at 
this point, with respect to diagnosis and treatment of bipolar disorder. Given its 
prevalence and the severe impact of the disorder on the patient, his or her family, 
and on society as a whole, improved diagnosis and more effective selection and use 
of medications are needed. 

sTaTemenT of need
This program represents a unique opportunity for clinicians to learn from and 
interact with a faculty of nationally recognized experts on the diagnosis and 
treatment of bipolar disorder. In addition to focusing on the issues surrounding 
the diagnostic boundaries of bipolar and unipolar disorders, the presentations will 
address emerging findings about the neurobiology of bipolar disorder, the long-
neglected cognitive dimension of the disorder, and how these relate to treatment 
decisions. In terms of treatment, attendees will benefit from a review of the potential 
benefits and risks associated with both longstanding and newer therapeutic options, 
and how they compare to older mood stabilizers. 

educaTional objecTives

The Post-Graduate Medical School of the  
New York University School of Medicine  
is committed to improving patient care 
through continuing medical education.


